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("ncoun~e:rs aft·r each jump. If the time required to 
!11ake a jump is much less than Tene, the average dura
tion of ~,n encounter, nC::::::::Tenc- 1. The quantity Tene may 
be approxim:ltcd by 

(5) 

where A is the il1leraction radius, and 7J is the solvent 
vi,cosity. Equation (3) can be rewritten as 

(6) 

which, when combined with Eq. (5), gives Wa<X T/TJ, 
provided p = 1. 

\\'c yopo,;e the following simple model to calculate 
the probability p. During an encounter between radi
cab, we will assume that the distance between them 
remains elTectivdy constant. The relative oricntation 
Ilf l he rael" cab, which can be expressed by a set of 
Eulerian angle::;, O(t), changes during an encounter, 
pro\·idl'd the rotational corrclation time Te is short 
COl11p.,r ..;,_ wi th T"ne' If we assume that fJ(t) is a random 
iunction of time, it follows that Jij(t) , durillg an 

CHCIYlIlllcr, is abo a random function of time. This 
H ~sumes that J i ; is a function of fJ, which is reasonable 
in this case, since the odd electron, being principally 
localized on the XO group, is anisotropically shielded 
irom the environment by the bulky t-butyl groups . Let 
us, for convenience, S:lY that the mdicals encounter ~t 
1= - T<"no/2, and fly ap:lrt at t=Tene/2 . Dropping the 
subscripts i and j, the exchange integral in Eq. (2) 
becomes 

J = J[fJ (/) , roJ= J (t), I t 1< 7 cne/2, (7) 

where ru is the ensemble :lverage of the distance between 
lWO radicals during an encounter. Our model implies 
that J(O, ro) i" a peaked function of fJ. Although there 
m:ty be several values of 0 at which J peab, we here 
for the sake of di"cllssion assume that there is only 
one such orientation 00 . The time which elapses afl.er 
the formation of a "mdical pair" before the optimum 
orientation Do is attained is :l mndom variable, bec:luse 
0(/) is a random function. 

Let us define J o as the average exchange frequency 
during an encounter. Since we assume that J(t) has 
no explicit time cependence, J o is given by the ensemble 
average at any local time t in the interval I t 1< Tenc/2, 
for instance, t= 0, i.e., 

J o= (l(0) ), (8) 

where the angle brackets indicate the ensemble average. 
The problem, as a result of this model, is analogous 

to the principle of random lifetimes in unimolecular 
reaction;,. in corresponds to the first-oreler kinetic rate 
constant. The dificrencc is thuL in our case there is a 
limilto the dur:ttion of tIll': "radical pair," namely, Tonc, 

whether an exchange "reaction" has taken place or not . 
The probability that the "radical pair" undergoes an 
exchange "reaction" after a time T is given by 

fH = exp( - JOT) . (9) 

Hence the prob:lbility that an exchange reaction takes 
place in the time T=Tene is simply 

p= 1- exp( - JOTene). (10) 

With P given by Eq. (10), the limiting conditions for 
Wa in Eq. (6) are 

for JuTene»1 (11) 
and 

for J OTel1e->O. (12) 

If there is a second par:lm:lgnetic speci<.:s in solutio~, 
spin exchange between the mdical and the second para
magnetic species may be important. This appears to 
be the case in oxygen-cont:lining solutions. The ob
served exchange frequency is the slim of two COil ~ r;~)ll
tions 

::; (YrP I _VoP') vcx=r -'-,- , 
1\. Tene 7" ene 

(13) 

where No is the number of oxygen molecules in solution 
and the primes signify oxygen-radical interactions. 

DISCUSSION 

Since the populations for the sta tes .11 I = -I, 0, :lnd 
1 arc approximately equal, ka is the same for each of 
the hyperiine lines, and we obtain the following exprcs
sion for the average linewidth from Eqs. (5) and (6) : 

(14) 

where R= 0.55 G is the residual linewicllh discu",;ccl 
earlier. It is app::mnt from Figs. l(a), 1(1)), and 2(a) 
that all the extrapolated linewicJ ths at T /7J = 0 arc 
grc:aler than 0.55 G. The largest discrepancy is approxi
m~ltcly 0.5 G for the most concentrat(;d solutions, and 
the cJiscrepancy appe::trs to depend upon concenlr:ltion. 
The most likely mechanism giving rise to the :lcJcJ : .: . .)nal 
linewidth is intermolecular dipole-dipole bro:ldeni:1g. 
The diffusional motion of the radicals averages out 
this line broadening mechanism at lower viscosities, 
and we have consequently not taken this chect into 
account in calculating p. At low solvent visco~iLies, 

where the lowest values of p were obtained, the dipolar 
contribution to the linewidth must be only a small 
fraction of R, whereas the measured lV are gre: ter 
than 6 G. We do not expect, therefore, that neglect of 
the dipole-dipole broad.:ning mechanism le:lds to :my 
signiGcant error in the calculated values of p. 

From Fig. 2(b) we lind that till.: linc\\'iclth cOnLribu
tions due to radical-radical and r:tdical-oxygcn ex
change are additive, thl!::' justifying Eq. (13) . 


